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L/M Speed-Matching Ratio Predicts
Reading in Children
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Department of Psychology, Claremont McKenna College, Claremont, California (CC), Department of Psychology, Stanford University, Palo
Alto, California (RFD), and Department of Physiology, Anatomy and Genetics, Oxford University, Oxford, United Kingdom (NR, SF, JS)

ABSTRACT
Purpose. Many behavioral studies have found impaired perception of dynamic visual stimuli in dyslexia and several
neuroimaging studies have found reduced activation of the human motion area MT⫹ in dyslexia. These results are often
interpreted as a magnocellular (MC) deficit in dyslexia. It has also been claimed that colored filters can help dyslexics to
read. One defining feature of the MC-pathway is a greater weight for L-cone input than M-cone input, and at most very
weak S-cone input. We measured the subjective speed matches between L-, M-, and S-cone isolating stimuli in good and
poor readers.
Methods. Subjects performed a speed-matching task with drifting cone-isolating stimuli to find the point of subjective
equality between two drifting patterns. Such a task is known to activate cortical area MT⫹, presumably via the
MC-pathway.
Results. L- to M-cone speed-match ratios were negatively correlated with single-word (r ⫽ ⫺0.46) and irregular-word
reading (r ⫽ ⫺0.56) but not with non-word reading.
Conclusions. Results suggest that relative L-cone sensitivity within the MC-pathway may limit orthographic reading
performance.
(Optom Vis Sci 2007;84:229–236)
Key Words: reading, visual psychophysics, magnocellular, motion perception

V

isual neurological abnormalities associated with dyslexia
have been known for some time. Laminar organization
and cell size were found to be abnormal in the magnocellular (MC) layers of the lateral geniculate nucleus.1 Visual cortical
neurons in the MC-pathway terminal layer, 4C␣, also appear symmetrical in dyslexics, whereas normally cell size is larger in the left
hemisphere.2 The parvocellular (PC) pathway appears to be normal in dyslexia. These MC-pathway abnormalities may affect motion perception in dyslexics,3–9 and fMRI has shown reductions in
dyslexic cortical activation during motion perception in V1 and
MT⫹.4,5
The MC-pathway has adequate spatial frequency and contrast
sensitivity for text processing,10 and color has been found to affect
reading performance—possibly through the MC-pathway. Reading performance tends to be better for some dyslexic and normal
readers with blue transmitting filters,11–16 whereas diffuse red light
impairs the performance of normal readers.10 One study found
that high-pass yellow filters benefited one group of poor readers,

whereas another group preferred low-pass blue filters.16 Wilkins et
al. have reported that individuals who benefit from color while
reading prefer very specific hues and saturations.17 Vidyasagar has
proposed that some dyslexics may have an abnormal S-cone input
to the MC-pathway and that a yellow filter may improve reading
performance by reducing S-cone input.18
This pattern of results suggests a possible connection between the
MC-pathway, wavelength sensitivity, and reading development.
Some poor readers have weak MC-pathway function. Diffuse red light
impairs reading performance, but other colors can improve reading.
Perhaps some poor readers have abnormal cone photoreceptor inputs
to their MC-pathway. MC-pathway signals are dominated by L- and
M-cone inputs,19 but considerable individual variation in L/M-cone
ratios have been found.20 –23 Despite these differences, colors appear
similar to most individuals because L- and M-cone inputs are scaled to
equalize their input to the opponent color channels carried by parvocells.22,24 This makes it less likely that color variation affects reading
through the PC-pathway. However, MC inputs are not scaled as dra-
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matically as PC inputs, and under moderate adapting conditions can
continue to reflect individual differences in L/M-cone ratios.21 In this
study we measured the point of subjective equality (PSE) in a speedmatching task using cone-isolating stimuli. This task is expected to
activate area MT⫹,25–27 and we propose that it is a good psychophysical indicator of relative cone inputs to the MC-pathway. We compared these speed-matching measurements to motion coherence
perception and academic performance in a group of children with a
wide range of reading abilities.

METHODS
Participants
Forty-seven children (21 female) between the ages of 7 and 15
(mean age ⫽ 10.2) were recruited from the clientele of the Dyslexia
Research Trust Clinic in Reading, England and from a local Primary School in the neighborhood of the Clinic. Our experimental
procedures conformed to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki
and were approved by the local ethics committee. Written informed consent was obtained from each participant and a parent or
legal guardian. All subjects were native British-English speakers
and screened for neurological abnormalities using a brief medical
history. They also were tested for normal intelligence and normal
color and vision perception using the procedures described below.

Psychometric Assessment
The Similarities, Matrices, Single Word Reading and Spelling
subtests of the British Abilities Scales II (BAS II)28 were given to all
the children. In addition, they read the Castles and Coltheart irregular and non-word reading lists that were scored for accuracy.29
Performance on irregular and non-words was converted to Z-scores
based on norms established for the Castles and Coltheart word lists,11
and the BAS II subtests were converted to Z-scores based on the BAS
II age norms.

Visual Assessment
A clinical orthoptist screened all the children for visual anomalies. Vision testing included near and far acuity, ocular motor
movement, binocular vision, stereopsis, and color perception.
Ocular motor function was evaluated using an eye-tracking device to record eye movements. Recordings were rated on a threepoint scale, where 1 ⫽ poor, 2 ⫽ below average, and 3 ⫽ normal.
Pursuit was assessed by observing the subject’s ability to follow a
moving target horizontally. When pursuit movements are disturbed, instead of smoothly following the moving target, the eyes
track by means of a series of fine or gross jerks, known as saccadic
intrusions. Saccades were assessed by asking a subject to move her
eyes between two stationary targets spaced 40 cm apart. If saccades
are accurate the new fixation target is reached in one movement.
Saccade errors include hypometric eye movements, where the eyes
reach the target in a series of steps, or hypermetric saccades, where
the eyes overshoot the target. Fixation stability was assessed by
observing the subject’s ability to keep both eyes still while looking
at a small target at 30 cm. Near point convergence was measured in
centimeters with a small spot fixation target, using the RAF nearpoint rule. Fusional vergence was assessed by asking the subject to

follow the target as it moved towards her and to report when the
target broke into two images. The examiner also observed when
vergence failed when one eye diverged away from the target. Accommodation was assessed as the distance at which the subject
reported print blurred and went out of focus (where N5 was normally the print size used). End point nystagmus was assessed by
clinical observation.
The cover test assessed binocular single vision and squint. Subjects maintained fixation on a target at 1/3 and 6 m. First one eye
was covered, and then the other, and any movement of the uncovered eye to take up fixation was noted, which indicates a manifest
squint. However, movement of the covered eye when the cover is
removed indicates a latent deviation in the presence of binocular
single vision. Stereoacuity was assessed using the TNO test. Color
vision was assessed using the Ishihara plates and the L’Anthony
D-15 test.
All subjects had distance acuity of 6/9 or better in either eye and
could read N5 sized print for near acuity at 30 cm. A few children
had mild heterophoria on the cover test, and five children failed the
Ishihara and L’Anthony D-15 tests, showing Protan abnormalities.
Otherwise, all visual tests were normal.

Visual Psychophysics
Subjects performed motion coherence, form coherence, and
speed judgment tasks. Both the motion and speed judgment tasks
are known to activate cortical area MT⫹26,30 and have been used
in used in other studies to assess MC function.7,9,25,26
Motion Coherence Threshold. The details of the motion
coherence task have been previously described.7 Children were
tested using random dot kinematograms (RDKs) and psychophysical thresholds were measured using a two-alternative, forcedchoice (2AFC) procedure. They viewed two panels, side by side,
with white dots (90 cd/m2) presented on a black background.
Viewing distance was 57 cm with each panel subtending 10 ⫻ 14°
of viewing angle. In one panel, a percentage of the dots moved
coherently in a horizontal direction that reversed every second.
The noncoherent dots in this panel moved in a random (Brownian) motion. In other panel, dots moved randomly. The location of
the panel with coherent motion changed randomly on each trial.
Subjects viewed both stimulus patches for 2.5 s and were instructed
to indicate in which panel the dots were moving together, and to
guess when uncertain. They received feedback about their performance on every trial. Several practice trials with 75% coherence
were given, and “catch” trials with 75% coherence were spaced
throughout the experiment to assure that subjects stayed on task.
The percentage of coherently moving dots was adjusted on each
trial using a weighted staircase procedure31 to determine threshold.
A correct response was followed by a 1 dB reduction in signal
coherence, and an incorrect response by a 3 dB increase in coherence. Motion coherence thresholds were estimated from one staircase series for each subject. Detection threshold was defined as the
geometric mean of the last six of eight reversals. Inspection of the catch
trials showed that all participants were able to complete this task.
Form Coherence Threshold. Hansen et al. developed the
form coherence task as a control measure for comparison to their
motion coherence task.32 Subjects viewed two panels for 2.5 s to
detect a global visual pattern embedded in a static display of ran-
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domly oriented line segments where one panel has some percentage of the line segments in a collinear arrangement to form a
circular pattern in the center of the panel. Subjects were asked to
indicate which of the two panels contained the circular pattern.
Each panel contained 900 lines of eight pixels each. The circular
target had a radius of 80 pixels. As with the motion task, form
coherence was defined in terms of the proportion of the elements
that contribute to the pattern relative to the randomly-oriented
elements. The same procedures as for the motion coherence task,
described above, were followed. The difference between the two
tasks primarily involves the dynamical verses static nature of the
displays. Results from this task were used as a covariate in multiple
regression analyses to control for individual biases in the performance of the motion task.
PSE Speed Matching Task. Subjects performed a speedmatching task with drifting cone-isolating stimuli to find the PSE
between two drifting patterns. The speed of an L-cone isolating
standard was adjusted to match the speed of test stimuli that varied
across five different contrast levels and three different cone-isolating
hues. The 2AFC trials were presented using an interleaved staircase
procedure.25 The standard and test stimuli were drifting radial
sinusoidal gratings with a spatial frequency of 0.5 c/deg and were
presented on a gray background of 35 cd/m2. They appeared at the
same time and to the left and right of a small fixation target,
centered at six degrees eccentricity. The positions were randomized
so that the test grating could appear on either the left or right. The
subject’s task was to decide which grating was moving faster. The
standard grating was an L-cone isolating stimulus with a fixed
2.5% cone-contrast and whose drift speed was adjusted by the
staircase procedure. The three hues of test gratings (L-, M-, and
S-cone isolating) moved at a fixed speed of 4.2 Hz (8.4° per second) and were presented at five different fixed cone-contrast levels.
Stimulus contrast was temporally windowed by a 500 ms Gaussian
envelope (full-width, half-maximum). Viewing distance was 52 cm
with each grating subtending eight degrees of visual angle. For
L-cone stimuli, contrast was 10, 5, 1, 0.75, and 0.5%; for M-cone
stimuli, contrast was 15, 7.5, 5, 2.5, and 1%; and for S-cone
stimuli, contrast was 80, 40, 20, 10, and 5%. Each cone-isolating
test stimulus was run in a separate trial block in a counterbalanced
order. Within a block, all five contrast levels were interleaved.
The PSE between the speeds of the standard and test gratings
was determined using a 1 up, 1 down staircase procedure. The
starting speed of the standard was randomly selected. The initial
step-size was 1.6 Hz. After the first two reversals, the step-size was
cut in half, then halved again after the third reversal, and finally
reduced to 0.2 Hz after the fourth reversal, where it was held
constant for the rest of the procedure. To avoid fatigue in the
children, the staircase stopped when all contrast levels had reached
at least sixteen trials or eight reversals. This resulted in an average
block duration of 90 trials. The median speed of the last four
reversals was used to estimate the PSE for each cone-contrast level
and the standard deviation was used to estimate the reliability of
each PSE value.
Stimuli were presented on a HP A4331D monitor controlled by an
ATI Radeon Mobility 7500 video card with 10-bit DAC resolution.
The monitor was calibrated for intensity and wavelength33,34 using an
Ocean Optics USB2000 spectroradiometer. The speed judgment experiment and calibration procedures were written in MatLab using the

35,36
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Psychophysics Toolbox extensions.
Cone absorptions were estimated from Stockman fundamentals.37
To assess calibration and quantization error, we measured the
spectra for each cone-isolating stimulus at several cone contrasts
and then computed the cone excitations using the Stockman fundamentals and intensity functions of the monitor obtained during
calibration. The maximum cone-contrasts that could be achieved
with the monitor’s gamut remained stable throughout the experiment and were 19.5, 22.3, and 85.9% for the L-, M-, and S-cone
isolating hues, respectively. The estimated splatter from other
cones caused by quantization error was ⬍5% for L- and M-cone
conditions and under 1% for the S-cone condition; that is, for an
L-cone isolating stimulus of 2.5% contrast, the estimated M- and
S-cone contrasts were ⬍0.125%.
Other sources of error that we did not measure include chromatic aberration (which should be minimized by the low spatial
frequency of our stimuli), individual variability in cone absorption,
and macular pigment variance across subjects. Golz and MacLeod
estimated the uncertainty of cone-contrast CRT measures due to
individual variability in these factors.38 For M-cone isolating hues,
on average biological variability introduces 2.4% L-cone contrast,
and for L-cone isolating hues the M-cone splatter is 1.9%. Together
with our calibration measures, these data suggest that the relative contrast of our cone-isolating hues varied by no more than 5%.
The relationship between speed judgment and cone-contrast was fit
with a sigmoid function using a maximum likelihood procedure.25
The function used was P ⫽ (Cx/[Cx ⫹ Sx]) ⫻ M, where P is the
perceived speed, C is the stimulus contrast, M is the maximum speed
(upper asymptote), x is the slope, and S is the semisaturation value of
the curve (i.e., the shift of the function along the cone-contrast axis).
For each hue, the semisaturation value represents the relative position
of the speed-contrast function along the test-hue cone-contrast axis.
The slope represents the gain in perceived speed as test contrast increases. The maximum speed represents a perceptual ceiling in speed
judgment.
Curve-fits for each subject were constrained to use the same
slope and maximum speed values for all three cone-contrast functions. Functions varied between cone conditions only by the semisaturation parameter. For each subject, preliminary fits were made
with all three parameters free to vary. Values for maximum speed
and slope were then fixed to their respective averages computed
across all three color conditions, and a final curve fit was made in
which only the semisaturation parameter (S) was free to vary. In
this study, we concentrated our analysis on the semisaturation values,
but we also examined the slope and maximum speed values using the
preliminary curve fits after they were fixed for each subject.
Validity Check of PSE Task. This PSE task has not been
used with children before. Although participants were given an
opportunity to practice, due to time constraints data were collected
in a single 20- to 30-min testing session, and multiple measurements could not be made. Consequently, these data required careful screening to assure that the children successfully completed the
task; including results from children who were simply guessing
would add considerable noise to the data.
The validity of the curve fits for the PSE task was evaluated for
each subject. We calculated the 2 goodness of fit (weighted for the
variance of each of the five data points) for the sigmoid function fit
to each of the three hues. Fourteen children had a 2 p value of
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ⱕ0.01, indicating a poor fit, and were thus excluded from the
analysis. Visual inspection of these data suggests that these children
were not responding in a consistent manner. We also visually inspected all the data and excluded an additional three subjects who
had adequate 2 fits but whose speed-match functions were
nonmonotonic.

RESULTS
The results for the PSE task are based on data from 25 children,
11 girls and 14 boys (mean age ⫽ 10.5; range ⫽ 7.10 to 15.6). As
described above, data from 17 children were excluded because of
poor performance on this task. An additional five children were
excluded for color perception deficiencies. Data from all participants (n ⫽ 47) were included in analyses that did not involve the
PSE task.

L/M Ratio Estimates
Fig. 1 shows the PSE for one subject as a function of the target
cone-contrast. The most striking feature is the sharp increase in
perceived speed with increased contrast.39 Also, the S-cone stimulus requires a much higher contrast to achieve a similar perceived
speed.25 In fact, for a wide range of contrasts, S-cone stimuli appear
to move very slowly or even not at all.40 The presence of the
contrast effect on perceived speed and the shifted S-cone function
in all the datasets that survived our data screening provided a
validity check on the compliance of the children in performing this
subjective matching task. However, the fact that about one-third of
the datasets did not survive the data quality check suggests that
some children may require additional training to successfully complete this task.
While the basic pattern of the speed-matching data shown in
Fig. 1 is consistent across subjects, the specific semisaturation values varied considerably across subjects. To remove some of this
variance that is due to differences in speed-contrast sensitivity,

stimulus sensitivity, and consistent subject biases in the matching
task, we computed the L/M and L/S speed-match ratios for each
subject from the semisaturation values of the three hues. We express
this measure as a proportion of L-cone (%L) using the formula: (100/
L-cone semisaturation value)/(1/L-cone semisaturation value ⫹
1/[M- or S-]cone semisaturation value).20 The mean %L for L/M was
56.4% (SD ⫽ 15.5) with a range from 23.2 to 87.5%. The mean %L
for L/S was 91.7% (SD ⫽ 4.4) with a range from 81.4 to 99.5%.

Cone-Isolating Speed Matches and
Academic Performance
Using data from the 25 children who were able to complete the
PSE task, correlations were performed to determine whether L/M
and L/S speed-match ratios were related to academic skills. The
S-cone data showed no significant effects with any of our behavioral measures. The rest of our analysis concentrated on the L/M
speed-match ratios. Multiple regressions were computed using the
BAS II Matrices subtest as a covariate. Academic scores were based
on age norms, so age was not included as a covariate. Matrices
scores were entered first into the regression followed by the L/M
speed-match ratio. Results are presented in Table 1. The L/M
speed-match ratio produced strong correlations with single-word
reading (p ⫽ 0.004) and irregular-words (p ⫽ 0.01), but nonword reading was not correlated. After controlling for IQ, the L/M
speed-match ratio accounted for 21% of the variance for word
reading, 28% of the variance for irregular words, and 12% of
variance for non-words. Spearman rank correlations produced the
same pattern of results as the multiple regressions ( ⫽ ⫺0.42, p ⫽
0.04; irregular-word  ⫽ ⫺0.45, p ⫽ 0.04; non-word  ⫽ ⫺0.24,
p ⫽ 0.28), suggesting these results were not cause by the undue
influence of outliers. Figs. 2 and 3 show a linear scatter plot between the L/M speed-match ratio, single-word, and irregular-word
reading, respectively.

Academic Performance and Motion Coherence
Using the whole sample (n ⫽ 47), a multiple regression analysis
was performed with BAS II Matrices and the form coherence tasks
as covariates, motion coherence sensitivity as the independent variable, and single-word reading as the dependent variable. Results
showed that motion coherence sensitivity and single-word reading
performance were positively correlated (standard coefficient ⫽
0.31, p ⫽ 0.05). A Spearman rank correlation also was significant
( ⫽ 0.31, p ⫽ 0.04). Correlations with other academic measures
were not significant. Fig. 4 presents a linear scatter plot between
motion coherence and single-word reading.
FIGURE 1.
Speed matches (PSE) between an L-cone standard and L, M, and S-cone
isolating test stimuli for subject JF. Contrasts for the test stimuli, moving at
4.2 Hz, are shown on the x axis. The speed of the 2.5% contrast L-cone
standard needed to achieve a speed match is shown on the y axis.
Measured values are indicated by the points and the lines indicate the
function-fits to the data. The semisaturation values are 3.4, 5.0, and 53.0%
for the L-, M-, and S-cone contrast functions, respectively. Error bars
indicate ⫾1 SEM.

Cone-Isolating Speed-Matching and
Motion Coherence
A multiple regression analysis also was performed with motion
coherence sensitivity and the L/M speed-match ratio with BAS II
Matrices and the form coherence task included as covariates. The
L/M speed-match ratio was not significantly correlated with the
motion coherence threshold.
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TABLE 1.
Multiple regression coefficients with BAS II matrices and L/M ratios as the covariates and academic scores as the
dependent measures
Test
Single-word reading
Irregular-word reading
Non-word reading

Covariate

Standard coefficient

R2

Matrices Z
L/M ratio
Matrices Z
L/M ratio
Matrices Z
L/M ratio

0.50
⫺0.46
0.08
⫺0.54
0.14
⫺0.40

0.26
0.47
0.04
0.32
0.02
0.14

Change in R2
0.21
0.28
0.12

t value

p value

3.24
⫺2.94
0.41
⫺2.79
0.35
⫺1.57

0.004
0.008
0.69
0.01
0.73
0.13

FIGURE 2.
Correlation plot between the L/M speed-match ratio (%L) and BAS II
single-word reading z-score.

FIGURE 4.
Correlation plot between motion coherence sensitivity and BAS II singleword reading z-score.

DISCUSSION
L/M Speed-Match Ratio and Reading

FIGURE 3.
Correlation plot between the L/M speed-match ratio (%L) and Castles and
Coltheart irregular-word reading z-score.

L/M speed-match ratios estimated from our PSE task were negatively correlated with single-word and irregular-word reading.
Those with the higher L/M speed-match ratios tended to be the
poorer readers. This result is new and requires further study to
replicate and explore different factors that could be associated with
L/M speed-match variation. Some possibilities include a difference in
L/M cone numbers in the retina, cone absorption, differences in chromatic adaptation mechanisms, or other postreceptor mechanisms.
L/M speed-match ratios were strongly correlated with irregular but
not non-word reading. Previous studies have reported that visual abnormalities thought to involve a MC-deficit correlated most specifically with orthographic reading skills, whereas phonological skills were
more closely related to auditory processing.8,41– 43 Our results further
support this pattern, as non-word reading relies heavily on phonological processing skills.
The development of orthographic knowledge begins in children
with a letter-by-letter processing strategy that evolves into to a
more holistic method where whole words or spelling patterns are
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recognized on sight.44 To read irregular words requires a holistic
approach that directly accesses lexical knowledge of the whole word,
since such words have unusual pronunciations (e.g., “yacht”) that
preclude a letter-by-letter decoding. Conversely, non-words have no
lexical representation and must be pronounced using letter-by-letter
phonological knowledge.29
Taken in conjunction with previous work that shows that the
MC-pathway is important for identifying the global shape of letters and words,45 our results suggest that the L/M speed-match
ratio in the MC-pathway may play a role in access to the holistic
orthographic representation but not phonetic letter-by-letter reading. Low spatial frequencies carried by the MC-pathway dominate
early visual information processing and define the global shape of
objects.46 Chase proposed a model of reading in which the MCpathway provides a low spatial frequency pattern that can be used
for orthographic identification.45 If there is sufficient information,
words can be identified holistically on the basis of the MC-pathway
alone; however, orthographic analysis may need the slower PC
pathway to provide more details, particularly for letter-by-letter
analysis.

L/M Speed-Match Ratio and Motion Coherence
Motion coherence sensitivity was positively correlated with
single-word reading. This result replicates many other studies5–9,47
and adds further support for a role of the MC-pathway in text
processing. The L/M speed-match ratio, however, did not correlate
with motion coherence, suggesting that these measures may reflect
different MC functions. The role of the MC-pathway in text processing is not well understood. Several different functions have
been proposed, including visual attention,18,48 letter position encoding,49 and global text features.45 In one study, letter position
encoding correlated with motion coherence sensitivity,49 and so
the L/M speed-match ratio may not affect the encoding of letter
position but still correlate with the development of orthographic
knowledge in other ways as described above. Further research is
needed to sort out the different factors involved in text processing
and the MC-pathway.

L/M Balance and Reading
The negative correlation we found between the L/M speedmatch ratios and reading performance suggests several possibilities
about reading and color. A report that shows reading improves for
some individuals with yellow or blue filters16 implies that text
processing in the MC pathway may need a balanced L- and Mcone input. The imbalance could occur within the MC-pathway or
be induced through interference from the blue-yellow color opponent channel in the PC-pathway. The use of yellow or blue filters
could balance the L- and M-cone input in the PC channel, thus
reducing interference or directly balance L- and M-cone input in
the MC-pathway.50,51 Another alternative is that the PC-pathway
is primarily responsible for these correlations between reading and
L/M speed-match ratios. This interpretation is less likely considering that the stimuli used in the speed-matching task are known to
activate MT25,26 and that the dominant signal in MT is derived from
the MC pathway. However, color-opponent input from the PCpathway to MT has been found,52 so this interpretation cannot be
ruled out completely. Vidyasagar’s18 hypothesis that abnormal S-cone
input to the MC-pathway may impair reading development was not
supported by these results as the S-cone speed-match ratios did not
correlate with reading performance.
Why would L/M speed-match ratios predict reading performance? The focal characteristics of the accommodation response
are affected by longitudinal chromatic aberration.53–57 When the
L/M-cone contrast ratio of the stimulus is high, the mean accommodation level decreases, biasing the response towards far.55,56
Variation in L/M ratio sensitivity may affect a child’s accommodation response and interfere with text perception. Ray et al.16
found a high proportion (39%) of disabled readers had poor accommodation. The use of yellow filters significantly improved
their accommodation, perhaps by balancing L- and M-cone input,50,51 and reading performance also improved more in those
who used yellow filters than a placebo. Further research is needed
to explore LCA, the balance of L- and M-cone input, accommodation, and reading development.
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